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Many thanks to Mike for kindly sharing his sermon from 7th August with us for 
reflection.  

 

TEXTS: 

Old Testament: Isaiah 1.1, 10-20 

Psalm:   Psalm 50.1-8, 3-end 

New Testament: Hebrews 11.1-3, 8-16 

Gospel:   Luke 12.32-40 

 

For Christmas 2020 our younger son and his girlfriend gave us a present in 2 
parts. The first part were the ingredients to make a cocktail they had enjoyed 
during, and helped them to survive, lockdown. The second part was a gift 
voucher to a cocktail making course in Shoreditch. However, as lockdowns 
came and went, the voucher slipped into the background until I remembered 
to book it before it expired. It was great fun, and, a bit like Abraham and Sa-
rah from our Epistle reading who thought they were past it, we attended the 
course, thereby bringing the average age of the attendees up and the hipster 
rating down – only my beard helped to ensure that the hipster rating did not 
plunge even lower. 

I am told that my family often fidget nervously when I begin a sermon, worried 
at what family story I might dredge up to illustrate my sermon. I hope that, this 
morning at least, our younger son can relax and feel happy that I am compar-
ing him with God – although, it does mean that, with that comparison, from 
now on, the only way is down! 

For we are told at the start of our Gospel reading that it is God’s pleasure to 
give us the Kingdom. But, if we listen and read on, we find that, much like our 
sons’ gift of the voucher, we are not asked to be passive recipients of this gift 
from God, but need to do something with the gift to ensure it comes to fruition. 

The immediate response appearing later in the passage is the call to be 
ready, coupled with the warning that we may not know when the moment will 
come when we shall need to be ready. So, we are called to be in a state of 
constant readiness.  

Ready for what? There is no doubt that Jesus is referring to his second com-
ing, that unknown moment in the future when he will return and the final work-
ing out of all that God has promised, the full realisation of God’s Kingdom and 
the complete revelation of God’s glory, will all come to pass. But this morn-
ing’s Gospel reading is part of a larger section in Luke’s account when Jesus 
is speaking to, and responding to questions from, his followers, his  
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opponents and those who are undecided. More immediately it follows Jesus’ 
teaching on possessions and the fear and misgivings that follow the uncer-
tainties of life. While the core of Jesus’ is about being ready for his second 
coming, it is as much a rebuke that they weren’t ready for his first coming. 

It is not enough simply to know that we are to be ready, waiting, alert, but do-
ing nothing – it is about doing something, working to bring about God’s king-
dom. 

Ultimately, the lesson about being watchful and ready is more positive than 
negative. They are words of assurance and promise to motivate the faithful, 
that those who work for God’s kingdom will be blessed, rather than that those 
who don’t will be punished. 

More than being what could be called the practical advice of being ready, is 
the connection between the “treasure in heaven” that we are called to store 
for ourselves, between that treasure and our emotional response. It is not just 
a case of banking treasure in heaven to ensure that we have enough credit 
there as some form of accounting exercise. For Jesus says that, “where your 
treasure is, there your heart will be also.” It is about deciding, what is “real 
treasure”? What do we value? And what values drive us? 

It is about laying down those things which we cling to for security – posses-
sions, status. It’s about turning our focus to the gift that comes from God, the 
gift that we know lasts forever, but which we can find here, now, even if the 
full revelation of the gift lies in the future. Jesus uses the example of the mas-
ter who comes home, knocks and finds some of his household slaves alert 
and ready – whether in the middle of the night or at dawn. For those slaves, 
roles are reversed. It is the master who invites his slaves to sit as he serves 
them the banquet. 

Again, the importance is not only what lies ahead in the future, but also what 
is happening here and now. We are told that God has given us the kingdom. 
We may look at it, turn it round in our hands and wonder what to do with it, 
what it does. We may not fully understand how it works, but we know we must 
do something with it. But because we know it comes from God, we can learn 
something by looking at what God is doing around us, and joining in that 
work. We can also learn from Jesus’ ministry on earth, what he teaches, the 
example he gives on living a kingdom-centred life. 

We know that “heaven” is not simply somewhere you go after death. It is that 
place where God’s sphere of created reality exists, where the values and pri-
orities of God are in play. It is the opposite to the greed and anxiety of the 
world. Above all there is an urgency to act now as the battle between good 
and evil plays out, challenging our loyalties to ensure that it is God’s priorities 
that prevail, not those of the world. 
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And because it comes from God, the gift comes with the assurance that it 
comes with God’s love, that divine love which frees us to devote ourselves to 
God’s purposes. Free to live as citizens of God’s kingdom where God’s will is 
actively done, where human needs are met, sins are forgiven and humans 
are transformed. It becomes the basis of the standard of life to which Jesus 
calls us to live now. Not necessarily to give away all our possessions, but to 
lead lives of selfless generosity to help those in need, whatever those needs 
may be. 

In the Roman world “treasures” were shared to place the other person in your 
debt, to create an obligation of repayment, or to secure advancement. In 
God’s world we are encouraged to embrace those in need as part of our fami-
ly, but where we will actually be repaid by God, not by those others we help. 

Some of those themes are taken up in our reading from Hebrews. There is lit-
tle time to do justice to one of the great statements of faith – that answers the 
questions: how do we understand faith? What does it mean to trust some-
one? 

For the writer of Hebrews the key to faith is seeing something beyond the 
things that are around us. Whilst living in the uncertainty of our temporary 
lives here we look ahead to the permanent home we are promised in the fu-
ture.  

For if we want to understand what to do with the gift of the kingdom given to 
us by God, the writer points us to faith as the key to unlocking that gift, faith 
as the manual by which we can get the most out of that wonderful gift, faith as 
the strength to sustain us on our journey to the heavenly city. 

The writer encourages us to lead lives of more than nominal faith, to lead 
more than aimless lives. We are given examples from the Old Testament – 
some from our passage this morning, others elsewhere in the letter – of those 
who lives should inspire us to live active lives of faith. A faith which is rooted 
in history but looks forward to God’s future as the goal of faith, a faith which is 
dynamic, open-ended, moving ever forward.  

Faith is a huge subject. The writer picks on only some of those aspects. But 
this morning I want to finish with 2 which follow from the opening verse of our 
reading: 

Faith is the assurance of things hoped for. It is looking at God and trusting 
him for everything.  

Faith is the conviction of things not seen. Of perceiving realities not visible to 
the naked eye: that the universe is not random but is created by God as an 
expression of his love, and is sustained by him; that God takes responsibility 
to restore his creation; that Jesus Christ is lord of all, reigning in majesty but 
currently hidden from view; and that his resurrection assures us of own  
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resurrections when we shall be fully remade in God’s image. 

If we are being asked to put the gift of God’s kingdom to good use, if we are 
being asked to wait, watchful and alert, then it is the assurance and conviction 
of faith that will help us to do the former and strengthen us whilst we do the 
latter. 

For if we are to live in obedience to the will of God it is because the things 
that we hope for are already starting to become real, and will become fully re-
al. We want to start living now the kind of lives that God promises for the fu-
ture. 

There is the inward reality of confidence that God’s promises of peace, jus-
tice, mercy and salvation can be trusted. And with that confidence there is the 
outward force of our moving as the advance force operating behind enemy 
lines to bring about God’s victory and the revolutionary world to come. Or as 
one writer put it: inwardly, faith moves hearts; outwardly, it moves mountains. 

It took me 18 months to look out our gift voucher from our son and do some-
thing with it. Is the gift of God’s kingdom that each of us has been given like-
wise sitting in a drawer waiting to be taken out and used? Or is that gift al-
ready being put to good use, but perhaps we are unsure what exactly to do 
with it, or we find that using it is not always as easy as we hoped, or with the 
immediate results we hoped for? Whatever we are or are not doing with that 
gift, we should have faith that we can trust God to deliver on his promises, 
that we should persevere knowing what we cannot see clearly now we can be 
confident will be fully revealed to us in the future... 
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Thank you to Donya for this informative piece on helping a charity. The imag-
es mentioned are on the following pages. If the pattern is not easy to see, you 
can access a PDF version of the Key on the Church website or email me at 
thekeyeditor@gmail.com and I will forward you a copy of the leaflet. Contact 
details for a local representative of the charity are also below.  

 

Some years ago when Matthew‘s father died we were left with a shed full of 
tools that we didn’t want to destroy or scrap, but didn’t need ourselves. Alison 
Kay pointed us in the direction of “Tools with a Mission“ (TWAM) and we deliv-
ered a selection of garage tools and garden tools to a church in Shirley. 

TWAM are a Christian charity established in 1984 and based on the belief 
“the Lord is close to those whose hearts have been broken. He saves those 
whose hearts have been crushed“ Ps 34 verse 18.  

They collect and refurbish donated tools which are sorted, sharpened, painted 
and brought into working order then packed into trade kits for skills such as 
carpentry, building, mechanics, plumbing, electrical, agriculture and ground 
working. 

They also refurbish sewing and knitting machines and computers and laptops. 
On average annually they send 18 containers packed with tools to organisa-
tions in Africa who have developed a vision of self sustainability. They go to 
self-help groups, community workshops and school centres. TWAM support 
around 400 projects every year. 

I recently made contact with them again to donate my mother‘s sewing ma-
chine, which at the moment will only stitch backwards. They assure me that 
they can turn it into a useful machine again and it was collected from my 
house this week. In conversation it became apparent that they also need help 
in the manufacture of haberdashery bags, needle books, tool rolls and scissor 
cases for the equipment to go with the sewing machines. Every machine is 
sent with a collection of things such as pins, sewing thread, patterns, thimbles 
and scissors. 

I am sure there are people out there who would be able to make sewing kit 
bags to the specification required (see below), the charity are able to provide 
material and drawcord where necessary.  

I have also attached an image listing the types of tools that they are seeking, 
just in case you have some hiding in your shed or garage.  

Our local TWAM volunteer is Peter who is based in Orpington and can be 
contacted for collection of donations on (020) 8467 5120.  For supplies for 
making haberdashery bags, please also contact Peter on this number.  

Donya 
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25
th

 September St Ceolfrith, the baking abbot  

 

Ceolfrith is a good patron saint for anyone who has studied hard for their pro-
fession, is strong in the face of tragedy, and who can also offer some homely 
care to others in need.    

 

This well-loved abbot of Wearmouth and Jarrow came from a noble Northum-
brian family, and was ordained at Ripon when he was 27. He travelled to Can-
terbury and Icanho (in East Anglia) where he studied ecclesiastical and mo-
nastic practices. But back at Ripon the monks soon came to appreciate him 
for another good reason: Ceolfrith was an outstanding cook. They asked him 
to be the monastery’s baker, and he agreed.  

 

In time, Ceolfrith was moved on to Wearmouth, and then in 682, when the 
monastery at nearby Jarrow was founded, Ceolfrith became abbot. It was 
here that disaster struck, when a plague killed all of the monks who could sing 
or read. Only Ceolfrith and the boy Bede were left alive. It would have been 
so easy to flee that empty house of death, but instead, Ceolfrith and the 
young Bede faithfully stayed on, because they believed God had called them 
to be there. Soon Jarrow prospered once more, and by 689 Ceolfrith was 
made abbot of both Wearmouth and Jarrow.   

 

Ceolfrith seems to have been a kindly and energetic leader. During his rule 
600 monks joined the monastery, the library was doubled, and the endow-
ments increased. He died in 716. Ceolfrith’s biggest legacy to history came 
when he commissioned from his own scriptoria three Pandects (complete Bi-
bles in single volumes) in uncial script. One still survives today, as the Codex 
Amiatinus, an enormous volume in the Bibiloteca Laurenziana in Florence. It 
is the oldest surviving complete Latin Bible in one volume.   

 

A kindly baking abbot who also happened to leave us the earliest complete 
Latin Bible – not a bad combination of skills!   
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Please use this space to pass messages on to the Church community – whether it 
is a prayer request, a thank you, a craft idea, a recipe... 
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Sudoku: 

Fit the numbers 1-9 

into each row, column, 

and 3x3 square. 
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Here is a poem written with ‘Back to Church’ Sunday in mind, which this year 
is on 18

th
 September. 

 
Going back 
(Luke 15:11-32) 
 
Could I go back 
After all this time, 
After all I’ve done, 
The places I’ve been, 
The wild living 
And the wasted years, 
Could I go back? 
 
Would they let me in, 
Would he want me at all, 
Is it possible even now 
To turn round 
And simply go home? 
 
From the coming to my senses 
Comes decision, 
Comes a risking, 
Comes a turning 
And a danger of rejection, after all. 
 
But when I’m still far off 
And searching 
The way beckons like a beacon -  
And there He is, 
Arms wide in welcome. 
And He’s running out 
To bring me in 
To the still place of the love 
That is my Father and my home. 
 
By Daphne Kitching 
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Prayer for September  

 

Father, 

September – a month of new starts for many. We pray for all starting school, 
university or college, or moving into a new class or job. 

We pray for the new Prime Minister to prove to a person of integrity, dedicat-
ed to working for the good of all.  

We especially ask you to help those struggling with the rising cost of living 
who don’t know how they are going to make ends meet.  

Have mercy on this nation, Lord and bring us back to Your ways. 

Thank You for Jesus and that through trusting in Him we can know You, as 
Father and God of truth, mercy and compassion. 

Thank You that You never give up on us. You will help us if we turn to You, 

In Jesus name, 

Amen. 

 

By Daphne Kitching 

 

Belonging to God 

 

How good You are, Lord, and how near You are to us –  

so near that we may always talk to You,  

be comforted by You,  

breathe through You,  

be enlightened by You,  

find peace in You,  

and gain spiritual nourishment from You.  

Grant that my fellowship with You  

may never be polluted by malice, pride, envy, greed, gluttony or falsehood.  

Grant that I may belong wholly to you.   

 

By John Sergieff (1829 – 1908) a Russian priest of humble family, who be-
came renowned for his prayers which ordinary people could use. 
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Nigel Beeton writes: “September is a time when we begin the celebration of 
harvest, and the rhythms of the seasons that lead up to it. But, as this Sum-
mer shows, the seasons have been disturbed. My cousins are farmers in 
Suffolk, and it has been so dry this year that they couldn’t even drill one field 
until June…. So our harvest celebrations this year must be tempered with a 
humble awareness of the part we’ve played in upsetting the rhythms of crea-
tion.” 
 
The Rhythms of Creation 
  
The rhythms of creation - 
The never-ceasing beat 
Of seasons in rotation 
As cold gives way to heat; 
We know, when it is raining 
The sun will dry the rain 
And when the moon is waning 
It soon will wax again. 
  
The farmer drills his acres 
When springtime rains shall fall  
Then gathers wheat for bakers 
As sunflowers grow tall; 
In spring, the fruit trees, blooming 
Attract the busy bees; 
As autumn clouds are looming 
We pick from loaded trees. 
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The Lord, our Great Creator 
Allowed us, by His grace 
To be the regulator 
Of earthly time and space 
But mankind has been greedy 
In burning coal and oil 
So farmers now are seeding 
In dry and desert soil. 
  
The rhythms of creation 
Are wand’ring from their beat 
Increasing suffocation, 
Of fire, flood, and heat. 
Lord, teach us new behaviour 
To spend, with care, our days: 
Dear loving Lord and Saviour 
Forgive our foolish ways! 
 
By Nigel Beeton 
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The Wedding Guest 

 

There was a wedding in Cana in Galilee 

And Jesus joined friends along the way 

Together with guests to share in the feast 

Celebrating this special day. 

 

Catastrophe, the wine was gone 

But this was to be a special sign, 

As water drawn from six stone jars 

Was miraculously turned into vintage wine. 

 

Six denotes the number of man, 

We too can be filled with this wondrous wine 

The jars of stone like hearts transformed 

When touched from above with the Hand divine. 

 

As a guest we need to invite Him in, 

He stands outside and knocks the door, 

To ask Him in will turn all things around, 

Enriching our lives as never before. 

 

By Megan Carter 
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